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Imperial Hotel Galway 

"Probably the cleanest, friendliest hostel in

Galway"

At Eyre Square, the warm and comfortable Imperial Hotel in Galway city

centre is close to Galway University NUIG and the bus and railway station.

All rooms are spacious and bright, with modern cherry-wood furniture and

a contemporary decor. The residents lounge is informal, cosy and open

until late. The outdoor patio is perfect for those lazy sunny days. Corrib

Shopping Centre is next door, and there is a taxi rank just outside the

hotel.

 +353 91 56 6959  Eyre Square, Galway

 by Booking.com 

Sleepzone Hostel Galway City 

"Sleep Tight!"

This comfortable, modern hostel is set in the centre of Galway, just 100

metres from Eyre Square.Sleepzone Galway City offers a free Wi-Fi zone

and a large outdoor terrace. The hostel has a newly remodeled and fitted

self-catering kitchen and all rooms are en suite. There is a calm and

relaxing vibe in all communal areas and a large dining area for enjoying all

meals. Laundry facilities are available, as are safety deposit boxes.

Sleepzone is just 3 minutes’ walk from the Bus, Train and Coach Station

and close to various pubs, clubs, cafes, and restaurants. You can walk to

Galway Cathedral and Lynch's Castle on Shop Street in 5 minutes. Staff at

the hostel can also help arrange tours to the Aran Islands, Cliffs of Moher,

The Burren and Connemara. Sleepzone Galway City has a 24-hour

reception and offers currency exchange and a large luggage room with

lockers to store all belongings.

 +353 91 56 6999  www.sleepzone.ie/  info@sleepzone.ie  Bothar Na mBan, Galway

 by Booking.com 

Snoozles Tourist Hostel 

"Luxury Budget Accommodation"

Ideally located in the heart of Galway, just 3 minutes' walk from Galway

Rail Station, Snoozles Tourist Hostel offers free Wi-Fi, a bar, a games

room, and laundry facilities. Eyre Square, marking the centre of Galway

City, is only 350 metres away. All the rooms and dormitories at Snoozles

Tourist Hostel have an en suite bathroom and lockers. This award-winning

hostel offers a garden, bicycle rental, and a shared lounge area with a TV.

Guests can also relax at the library, or use the games room, the karaoke,

and BBQ facilities. There is a breakfast buffet every morning, and a mini-

market on site. Shop Street, the main thoroughfare of Galway, is only

within 10 minutes' stroll. Lynch's Castle and St Nicholas' Collegiate

Church, probably the finest medieval buildings in Ireland, are found here.

The famous Spanish Arch is just within 12 minutes' walk.

 +353 91 53 0064  www.snoozleshostelgalwa

y.ie/

 info@snoozleshostel.ie  Forster Street, Galway
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